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AN ACT to Amend the Companies Act.

[2/ 3cin e/ ne 20/7 ]

Be IT ENACTED by The Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Senate and House of Representatives 
of Jamaica, and by the authority of the same, as follows:—

1. This Act may be cited as the Companies (Amendment) Act, 
2017, and shall be read and construed as one with the Companies Act 
(hereinafter referred to as the “principal Act”) and all amendments 
thereto.

Short title 
and 
construction.

2. The principal Act is amended by deleting the words “the Island”, Amendment 
and all its cognate expressions, wherever they appear and substituting of principal 
therefor, in each case, the word “Jamaica”.

3. Section 2 of the principal Act is amended— Amendment
of section 2 
of principal 
Act.(a) in subsection (1) by—

(i) deleting the definition of “share warrant”;
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(ii) inserting in the correct alphabetical sequence the 
following definitions—

" “beneficial owner”—

(a) in relation to shares, means the 
individual on whose behalf the shares 
are held or on whose behalf a share 
transaction is conducted;

(b) in Delation to a company, means the 
individual who exercises ultimate 
ownership or ultimate effective 
control;

“specified date” means the date of commencement 
of the Companies (Amendment) Act, 2017;

“ultimate effective control” means the control 
exercised by an individual who—

(a) is in a position to determine 
the policy of the company 
or to make the final 
determination as to the 
decisions to be made by the 
company; or

(b) by himself or together with 
a connected person within 
the meaning of subsection 
(7) is in aposition to control 
more than fifty percent of the 
voting power in the 
company or would hold 
interest in more than fifty 
percent of the issued shares 
of the company;

“ultimate ownership” means any situation in which 
ownership of a company is exercised by 
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means of control other than direct control, 
and includes any arrangement utilizing one 
or more persons through which beneficial 
ownership of a company is established;”;

(b) inserting next after subsection (6) the following—

" (7) For the purposes of subsection (2), the
following persons shall be treated as being connected 
with a given person “A”, and the person with A, and 
sh ' be so treated notwithstanding that at the relevant 
time any of the persons in question (not being individuals) 
had not yet come into existence or ceased to exist—

(a) a holding company or subsidiary of A;

<b) a subsidiary of a holding company of A;

(c) a holding company of a subsidiary of A;

(d) any company of which A has control;

(e) any company of which A and persons 
connected with A together have control;

(f) any company which together with A 
constitute a group;

(g) an individual who is a director, manager or 
a person who has control of A or any 
partner or any immediate relative of such 
director, manager or person aforesaid;

(h) any company of which any of the persons 
referred to in sub-paragraph (g) is a 
director, manager or has control.

(8) For the purposes of subsection (7)(f), “group” 
in relation to a company means that company and—

(a) any other company which is its holding 
company or subsidiary;
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Amendment 
of section 8 
of principal 
Act

(b) any other company which is a subsidiary 
of the holding company;

(c) any company which is controlled by a 
person who directly or indirectly controls 
or is controlled by any company referred 
to in paragraph (a) or (b);

(d) any company which is controlled by a 
person referred to in paragraph (a), (b) or 
(c).

(9) Notwithstanding section 151, for the pur
poses of subsections (7) and (8), a company is a hold
ing company of any company that is its immediate, in
termediate or ultimate subsidiary, whether the holding 
company holds that other company’s shares on trust 
or is the beneficial owner of such shares.”.

4. Section 8 of the principal Act is amended by deleting subsection 
(6) and substituting therefor the following—

Xs applicable to the case, the articles of—

(a) a company limited by shares may include 
the articles specified in Table A of the First 
Schedule;

(b) a company limited by guarantee and not 
having a share capital may include the articles 
specified in Table B of the First Schedule;

(c) a company limited by guarantee and having 
a share capital may include, as appropriate, 
the articles specified in Table A or Table B 
of the First Schedule; and

(6)

First 
Schedule 
Tables A, B 
and D

(d) an unlimited company having a share capital 
may include the articles specified in Table D 
of the First Schedule, 
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except to the extent that they are excluded in whole or 
in part or modified.”.

5. Section 58(4) of the principal Act is amended by deleting the 
words “by the company’s directors” and substituting therefor the words 
“by not less than seventy-five percent of the company’s directors”.

6. Section 60 of the principal Act is amended—

(a) by deleting the marginal note and substituting therefor the 
following—

“Notice to
shareholders
and
Registrar of
acquisition
by
company of
its shares ”,

(b) by inserting immediately after the words—

(i) “of the purchase” the words “or other 
acquisition”; and

(ii) “notify its shareholders” the words “and the 
Registrar”;

(c) in paragraphs (a), (b) and (e), by inserting, in each case, 
immediately after the word “purchased” the words “or 
acquired”.

7. Section 82 of the principal Act is repealed.

8. Section 109 of the principal Act is amended in subsection (1)— 

(a) by deleting paragraph (a) and inserting the following as 
paragraphs (a), (aa) and (ab)—

“(a) the names, nationalities, addresses and 
occupations of—

(i) the members; and

(ii) the beneficial owners;

(aa) in the case of a company having a share capital, a 
statement of the shares held by each member 

Amendment 
of section 58 
of principal 
Act

Amendment 
of section 60 
of principal 
Act

Repeal of 
section 82 of 
principal 
Act
Amendment 
of section 
109 of 
principal 
Act
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Repeal of 
section 111 
of principal 
Act

Repeal and 
replacement 
of section 
116 of 
principal 
Act

and the beneficial owner of the shares, if any, 
distinguishing each share by its number, and the 
amount paid or agreed to be considered as paid 
on the shares of each member;

(ab) in respect of beneficial ownership, the entry 
relating to the relevant member shall include—

(i) an entry in respect of that member 
specifying that the ownership of the 
member is on behalf of a beneficial 
owner;

(ii) the name of the beneficial owner; and

(iii) such cross-reference, index or 
information as is necessary for convenient 
inspection of the particulars of the 
beneficial owner identified in the entry;”;

(b) in paragraph (b), by inserting immediately after the words “a 
member,” the words “or as a beneficial owner, if applicable,”;

(c) in paragraph (c), by inserting immediately after the words “a 
member,” the words “or a beneficial owner, if applicable,”; 
and

(d) in the proviso thereto, by inserting immediately after the words 
“each member” the words “and each beneficial owner, if 
any,”.

9. Section 111 of the principal Act is repealed.

10. The principal Act is amended by deleting section 116 and 
substituting therefor the following—

“Notice of H 6.—(1) Where a company has notice of any
Trusts trust, whether express, implied, resulting or 

constructive, affecting the membership of the company, 
the company shall enter the particulars of the beneficial 
owner in the register as specified in section 109.

(2) A member who holds property in, or 
of, a company, including the exercise of any rights or 
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effecting any transaction in relation to the property, 
on behalf of or at the direction of another individual, 
shall notify the company of

(a) the name and particulars of the beneficial 
owner of the property, as specified in 
section 109, for inclusion in the register; 
and

(b) any subsequent change in relation to the 
legal or beneficial ownership of the 
property,

within fourteen days of having knowledge thereof.

(3) The beneficial owner, on whose behalf 
a member holds property in or of a company, shall 
submit, in writing—

(a) to the member for notification to the 
company; or

(b) directly to the company,

the particulars required for inclusion in the register under 
section 109 and of any subsequent change in relation 
to the company within fourteen days of the change.

(4) Where a company has notice of 
beneficial ownership of property in or of the company, 
or of any change in the particulars of any such 
beneficial owner, and it has not been notified under 
subsections (2) or (3), the company shall request its 
members, in writing, to—

(a) advise if the members hold property in or 
of the company on behalf of a beneficial 
owner; and

(b) supply the particulars of any beneficial 
owner required for inclusion in the register 
under section 109.

(5) Notwithstanding subsection (4), a 
company shall once per year, or at such times as the
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Registrar may direct, in writing, or prescribe, request 
its members, in writing, to—

(a) advise whether they hold property in the 
company on behalf of a beneficial owner; 
and

(b) supply the particulars of any beneficial 
owner required for inclusion in the register 
under section 109.

‘(6 ) Subject to subsection (7), where, 

without reasonable excuse—

(a) a company fails to comply with subsection 
(1), (4) or (5), the company and every 
officer of the company who caused the 
failure is liable to a default fine not 
exceeding five hundred thousand dollars;

(b) a member fails to comply with subsection 
(2), the member who caused the failure 
is liable to a default fine not exceeding 
five hundred thousand dollars;

(c) a beneficial owner fails to comply with 
subsection (3), the beneficial owner who 
caused the failure is liable to a default fine 
not exceeding five hundred thousand 
dollars.

(7) Subsection (6) shall not apply if the 
company, the member or the beneficial owner, as the 
case may be, made the requests referred to in 
subsections (4) and (5) to obtain, or for the supply 
of, the relevant particulars for inclusion in the register.”.
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11. Section 122 ofthe principal Act is amended—

(a) by deleting subsection (1) and substituting therefor the 
following—

“ (1) Every company having a share capital shall 

make a return specifying the date to which the return is 
made up and containing a list of all persons who, on 
the date of the return—

(a) are members ofthe company, and all persons 
who have ceased to be members; and

(b) pursuant to section 116 are beneficial owners 
of the company, and all persons who have 
ceased to be beneficial owners, if any,

since the date of the last return or, in the case of a 
company’s first return, of the incorporation of the 
company”; and

(b) in subsection (2)—

(i) by deleting paragraph (a), and substituting therefor
the following—

“(a) state the names, nationalities, addresses 
and occupations of the past and present 
members and beneficial owners;”;

(ii) in paragraph (b), by inserting immediately after 
the word “members”, wherever it appears, the 
words “and beneficial owners, if any,” in each 
case;

(iii) in the proviso thereto, by inserting immediately 
after the word “members” the words “or beneficial 
owners, if any,”.

Amendment 
of section 
122 of 
principal 
Act
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Amendment 12. Section 172 of the principal Act is amended by inserting next 
of section
172 of after subsection (6), the following subsections—
principal
Act “ (7) Where a company fails, subject to subsection (8), to

comply with subsection (1) or subsection (2), the company 
shall be liable to a default fine not exceeding five hundred 
thousand dollars.

(8) Subsection (7) shall not apply in respect of a vacancy 
of the office of director or secretary for a period of less than 
three months.”.

Insertion of 
new section 
174A in 
principal 
Act

13. The principal Act is amended by inserting next after section 
174, the following section—

" Duty to 
avoid 
conflict of 
interest

174A.—(1) Subject to subsection (9), it shall be 
the duty of the director of a company to avoid 
circumstances which, whether directly or indirectly, 
constitute a conflict of interest or may result in a conflict 
of interest with the interests of the company.

(2) A director who is directly or indirectly 
interested in a matter which may constitute a conflict 
of interest or may result in a conflict of interest with 
the interests of the company—

(a) shall disclose the nature of his interest at 
a meeting of the directors;

(b) shall not take part in any deliberations at 
the meeting of the directors in respect to 
that matter.

(3) The duty under subsection (1) applies 
in particular to the exploitation of any property, 
information or opportunity (and it is immaterial whether 
the company could take advantage ofthe property, 
information or opportunity).
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(4) The duty referred to in subsection 
(1) is not infringed—

(a) if the circumstances cannot reasonably be 
regarded as likely to give rise to a conflict 
of interest; or

(b) if the matter giving rise to the 
circumstances has been approved by the 
directors.

(5) The approval referred to in subsection 
(4)(b) may be given by the directors, where—

(a) the company is a private company and 
nothing in the company’s articles 
invalidates such approval, by the matter 
being proposed to and approved by the 
directors in accordance with the 
company's articles; or

(b) the company is a public company and its 
articles include a provision enabling the 
directors to approve the matter, by the 
matter being proposed to and approved 
by them in accordance with the 
company's articles.

(6) The approval of the directors is 
effective only if—

(a) any requirement as to the quorum at the 
meeting at which the matter is considered 
is met without counting the director in 
question or any other interested director; 
and

(b) the matter was agreed to without their 
voting or would have been agreed to if 
their votes had not been counted.
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(7) A director of a company shall not 
accept a benefit from a third party conferred by reason 
of—

(a) his being a director; or

(b) his doing or not doing an act as a director, 
unless the acceptance of the benefit cannot 
reasonably be regarded as likely to give 
rise to a conflict of interest.

(8) Any reference in this section to a 
“conflict of interest” includes, a conflict of interest and 
duty and a conflict of duties.

(9) In this section, “third party” means a 
person other than the company, its holding company 
or subsidiary company or any person acting on the 
behalf of the company, its holding company or 
subsidiary company.

(10) This section does not apply where 
the company has only one director and only one 
shareholder, who is the same individual.”.

Amendment 
of section 
177 of 
principal 
Act

14. Section 177 of the principal Act is amended by deleting—

(a) the marginal note and substituting therefor the following—

“Share
qualifications
of
directors ”,

(b) subsection (2).

Amendment 
of section 
201 of 
principal 
Act

15. Section 201 ofthe principal Act is amended—

(a) in subsection (l)(a), by deleting the word “any” and 
substituting therefor the word “a”; and

(b) in subsection (3), by deleting the words “subsection (2)” 
and substituting therefor the words “subsection (1)”.
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16. Section 209(3) of the principal Act is amended by deleting—

(a) the colon and substituting therefor a full stop; and

(b) the proviso thereto.

17. Section 212(3) of the principal Act is amended in paragraph (a) 
by deleting the words “a shareholder or former shareholder” and 
substituting therefor the words “a member or former member”.

18. Section 213(1) of the principal Act is amended by deleting the 
words “make such order” and substituting therefor the words “make 
such interim or final order”.

19. Section 213 A of the principal Act is amended—

(a) in subsection (2)—

(i) in paragraph (b), by inserting immediately after 
the words “in a manner;” the word “or”;

(ii) by inserting immediately after the words “that is 
oppressive or unfairly prejudicial to,” the words 
“or unfairly disregards the interest of,”; and

(b) in subsection (3)(c), by deleting the words “or by-laws”.

20. Section 222( 1) of the principal Act is amended, in paragraph 
(b), by deleting the word “shareholder,” and substituting therefor the 
word “member,”.

21. Section 3 63 (1) of the principal Act is amended by—

(a) deleting the word “or” appearing immediately after the words 
“of this subsection” and substituting therefor a comma;

(b) renumbering paragraph (c) as paragraph (d) and inserting 
next after paragraph (b) the following paragraph—

“(c) a list of members and any beneficial owners, 
containing such particulars as are by this Act 
required to be entered in the register of members 
of a company;”.

Amendment 
of section 
209 of 
principal 
Act

Amendment 
of section 
212 of 
principal 
Act

Amendment 
of section 
213 of 
principal 
Act

Amendment 
of section 
213A of 
principal 
Act

Amendment 
of section 
222 of 
principal 
Act

Amendment 
of section 
363 of 
principal 
Act
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Insertion of 
section 363A 
of principal 
Act

Amendment 
of section 
365 of 
principal 
Act

22. The principal Act is amended by inserting next after section 3 63 
the following section—

Register of 
members to 
be kept by 
companies 
incorporated 
outside 
Jamaica

363A.—(1) Subject to subsection (2), a company 
incorporated outside Jamaica which establishes 
a place of business within Jamaica, shall keep in 
Jamaica a register of its members, to be referred 
to as the “overseas branch register”, to which 
sections 109 to 117 shall apply.

(2) A company referred to in subsection 
(1) which has established a place of business on 
or before the specified date, shall comply with 
subsection (1) within three months of the specified 
date.”.

23. Section 365 of the principal Act is amended—

(a) in subsection (1)—

(i) by deleting the word “or” wherever it appears 
after the semi-colon in paragraphs (a) and (b);

(ii) by renumbering paragraph (c) as paragraph (d) 
and inserting next after paragraph (b), the following 
paragraph—

“(c) a list of the members and any beneficial 
owners of the company or the particulars 
entered in the register of members; or”;

(iii) by deleting all the words appearing after the word 
“within” and substituting therefor the words 
“twenty-eight days after the date on which the 
alteration was made, deliver to the Registrar for 
registration a return containing the prescribed 
particulars of the alteration and a certified copy 
of the alteration made.”;
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(b) by inserting next after subsection (2), the following 
subsection—

“ (3) In this section, “certified” means certified by 
not less than two directors, or a director and the 
secretary, or a notary public, to be a true copy.”.

24. Section 3 66 of the principal Act is amended in subsections (1) 
and (2), by deleting the words “in every calendar year”, wherever they 
appear, and substituting therefor the words “within eighteen months of 
the registration of the company, and thereafter, in every calendar year”, 
in each case.

25. Section 370 of the principal Act is amended by deleting all the 
words appearing after the word “exceeding” and substituting therefor 
the words “two million dollars”.

26. The principal Act is amended by inserting next after section 3 83 
the following sections—

"Share 383A.—(1) Subject to section 396, no
warrants
prohibited company shall issue, or have entered on its register

of members, a share warrant.

(2) If a company fails to comply with 
subsection (1) the company and every officer who 
knowingly caused the failure is liable to a default 
fine not exceeding three million dollars.

(3) In this section, “share warrant” 
means, with respect to any fully paid up shares, a 
warrant issued under the company's common seal, 
stating that the bearer of the warrant is entitled to 
the shares therein specified, and may provide by 
coupons or otherwise, for the payment of 
dividends on the shares included in the warrant.”.

Amendment 
of section 
366 of 
principal 
Act

Amendment 
of section 
370 of 
principal 
Act

Insertion of 
new section 
383A in 
principal 
Act
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Insertion of 
new section 
390A in 
principal 
Act

Insertion of 
new sections 
396, 397 and 
398 in 
principal 
Act

27. The principal Act is amended by inserting next after section 390 
the following section—

“ Records

Records 390A.—(1) Every company shall keep such
documents as may be prescribed—

(a) for not less than seven years or for such 
other period as may be prescribed; and

(b) in such manner as may be prescribed.
•

(2) A company that contravenes subsection 
(1) commits an offence and is liable on summary 
conviction in a Parish Court to a fine not exceeding 
five hundred thousand dollars.”.

28. The principal Act is amended by inserting next after section 395 
the following sections—

“Transitional 
arrangements 
for share 
warrants

396.—(1) Upon the specified date, a person who 
is the bearer of a share warrant shall be deemed to
be—

(a) the owner of the shares specified in the 
share warrant; and

(b) a member of the company.

(2) Eighteen months after the specified date 
a share warrant shall—

(a) be incapable of effecting the transfer of 
ownership of the shares specified in the 
share warrant from the bearer thereof to 
any other person; and

(b) except for the purposes of subsection (1) 
and (4)(b), be deemed null and void.

(3) Within eighteen months after the specified 
date, every company which has issued a share warrant 
to a bearer before the specified date shall—

(a) withdraw the share warrant;
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Registrar to 
give notice 
of 
prohibition 
to bearer's of 
share 
warrants

(b) ifthe bearer ofthe share warrant presents 
the share warrant to the company, cause 
the name of the bearer of the share 
warrant to be entered as a member in the 
register of members and shall issue under 
seal, to that person one or more 
certificates in respect of that person’s 
ownership of the shares specified in the 
share warrant, and a certificate issued 
under this paragraph shall specify the 
shares to which it relates;

(c) in accordance with this Act, amend its 
articles of incorporation, to remove any 
authorization to issue share warrants or 
to prohibit the issue of share warrants, as 
the case may require.

(4) If a company fails to comply with 
subsection (3) the company and every officer who 
knowingly caused the failure is liable to a default fine 
not exceeding two million dollars.

397.—(1) Within three months of the specified 
date and thereafter, at such times as the Registrar may 
determine during the period referred to in section 
396(2), the Registrar shall cause a notice to be given 
to the public—

(a) advising the public of the matters referred 
to in sections 3 83A and 396; and

(b) requesting the bearers of share warrants 
to present themselves to the company to 
which the share warrant relates to be 
entered in the register of members as a 
member of the company in respect ofthe 
shares specified in the share warrant.
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Repeal and 
replacement 
ofthe First 
Schedule to 
the principal 
Act

(2) The Registrar shall cause the notice 
referred to in subsection (1) to be published in a daily 
newspaper circulated throughout Jamaica and in the 
Gazette.”.

Definition of 398. For the purposes of sections 397 and 398, 
warrant “share warrant” shall have the meaning assigned to it 

by section 383A(3).”.

29. The First Schedule to the principal Act is amended—

(a) in Part I of Table A— •

(i) by deleting paragraphs 1 to 6 and renumbering 
paragraphs 7 to 142 as paragraphs 1 to 135;

(ii) in paragraph 1, as renumbered, by inserting 
immediately after the words “photography,” the 
words “electronic documents within the meaning 
of the Electronic Transactions Acf;

(b) in Table B, by—

(i) deleting the word “Form..............

(ii) deleting paragraphs 1 to 14 and inserting the 
following as paragraphs 1 to 6—

“1. In these articles—

“the Act” means the Companies Act;

“company” means, where the context 
requires, the association on its 
incorporation under section 13 of 
the Act;

“the seal” means the common seal ofthe 
company;

“secretary” means any person appointed 
to perform the duties of the secretary 
of the company.
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F pressions referring to writing shall, unless 
the contrary intention appears, be construed 
as including references to printing, lithography, 
photography, electronic documents within the 
meaning of the Electronic Transactions Act, 
and other modes of representing or reproducing 
words in a visible form.

Unless the context otherwise requires, words 
or expressions contained in these articles shall 
bear the same meaning as in the Act or any 
statutory modification thereof in force at the 
date at which these articles become binding on 
the company.

2. Every member of the association 
undertakes to contribute to the assets of the 
association in the event of the same being 
w ound up during the time that he is a member, 
or within one year afterwards, for payment of 
the debts and liabilities of the association 
contracted before the time at which he ceases 
to be a member, and of the costs, charges, 
and expenses of winding-up of the same, and 
for the adjustment of the rights of the 
contributors amongst themselves, such amount 
as may be required not exceeding dollars.

3. No part of the net earnings of the 
association shall inure to the benefit of, or be 
distributable to its members, directors or 
officers, or other private persons, except that 
the association shall be authorized and 
empowered to pay reasonable compensation 
for services rendered and to make payments 
and distributions in furtherance of the purposes 
set forth in Article 4 hereof. The association 
shall not support with its fund any purpose or 
object, or impose on or procure to be 
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observed by its members or others any 
regulations, restrictions or conditions which if 
an object of the association would make it a 
Trade Union.

4. In the event of any proposed addition, 
alteration or amendment of the articles being 
required, the same shall be submitted to the 
Minister for his approval.

5. If upon the winding up or dissolution of 
the association there remains after the 
satisfaction of all its debts and liabilities, any 
property whatsoever, the same shall not be paid 
to or distributed among the members of the 
association, but shall be given or transferred to 
some other institution or institutions, having 
objects similar to the objects of the association 
and which shall prohibit the distribution of its 
or their income and property among its or their 
members to an extent at least as great as is 
imposed on the association under or by virtue 
of Article 5 hereof, such institution or institutions 
to be determined by the members of the 
association at or before the time of dissolution 
or in default thereof by such Judge of the 
Supreme Court as may have or acquire 
jurisdiction in the matter and if and so far as 
effect cannot be given to the aforesaid provision 
then to some charitable object.

6. True accounts shall be kept of the sums 
of money received and expended by the 
association and the matters in respect of which 
such receipts and expenditure take place and 
of the property, credits and liabilities of the 
association, and subject to any reasonable 
restrictions as to the time and manner of 
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inspecting the same that may be imposed in 
accordance with the articles ofthe association 
for the time being shall be opened to the 
inspection of the members. Once at least in 
every year the accounts of the association shall 
be examined and the correctness ofthe balance 
sheet ascertained by one or more properly 
qualified auditor or auditors.”;

(iii) re-numbering paragraphs 15 to 79 as paragraphs 
7 to 71; and

(iv) in paragraph 7, as renumbered, by deleting the 
words “Articles of Association” and substituting 
therefor the words “Articles of Incorporation”;

(c) by deleting Table C; and

(d) in Table D—

(i) by deleting the word “Form.............. ”;

(ii) by deleting paragraphs 1 to 3 and renumbering 
paragraphs 4 to 7 as paragraphs 1 to 4;

(iii) in paragraph 1, as re-numbered, by deleting the 
following words—

“Form of Company I I Public
I I Private

The company is a private company and 
accordingly—” and substituting therefor the 
words “Where the company is a private 
company—”.

30. The Fifth Schedule to the principal Act is amended—

(a) in paragraph 3 of Part I by—

(i) deleting paragraphs (f) and (g); and

(ii) renumbering paragraph (h) as (f);

Amendment 
of Fifth 
Schedule to 
principal 
Act
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(b) in Part II by deleting Form 19A and Form 19B and 
substituting therefor the following—

FORM19A

ANNUAL RETURN FOR COMPANIES WITH A SHARE CAPITAL

COMPLETE THIS FCR • BLOCK CAPITALS OLY MATHN THE PRESCRBE0 FIELDS PUT "NA* W FELnS THAT DO NOT APPLY

1a NAME OF COUPAN

18 couPANY REGISTRATIOM HUMBER IC COMPANY TNPAYERREGISTRATON NUMBER

W COMPANY TELEPHDNE NUMBER EMAL ADDRESS TYPE OF COMPANY
0 Prvat □ Pubic

PERIOD FOR WHICH ANNUAL RETURN IS MADE UP

STAR?
bzy Month

END
Wor.t

LOCATION Of REGISTERED OFFICE
Sum m Dutm

AouOnce

34 MANINGADOREssdaffwrentfromthesegilareaotfiosaddrasa)

Panh

SereetorDuma

Tem

NoaNke

Psuh

HAS THERE BEE A CMAMEM TNE REGAS TEREDDFFKE ADDRESS OURNGTME FENCC FORWPCH’E-NN-A □ /ES 0*3 
RE"RN s MACE P V,es secemustbegverkcReg-xtrarasngaFem

iS-LK THE REGISTER DF MEMBERS ELECTORS SHAREO-TANGS DEBENTURE *CLDING5DIFECORS
SERVICE CONTRACTS LOCATED AT AN ACORE33 DIFFERENT FROM THE REGG"ERED OFFKE f fu s*s

•VES •w

HAS THERE BEEN a HCREASE IN THE REGETERED NUMBER Of MEMBERS'’ | *yes mowsmunhegw » me 
fttgafrv uteg a Fom 5/

□ <ES ••

PLEASE MCFATE THE TOTAL AMOUNT C aCEB'EMESS Of THE COMPANY IAN

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY COMPANY #
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7 SUMMARY OF SHARE PARTICULARS

A AUTHORZE3 NUMBER OF SHARES ‘E CLASSES OF SHARES ?C TOTAL RUBBER CF SHARES IN EACH CLASS

7 ORCI-A*

3 s) eme-=MENC=

tiki) OT-e

*6: • _

1 ARE THERE AKY ISSUED SHARES THAT HAVE BEEN PARTIALLY PAID JPV • VES • wo

If yes, please corplete tems 14—C. If nc, you must complee itema 9-90.

• • , . ....

W. FARTYCULARS DF SHAKES THAT HAVE BEEN PARTIALLY PAE UP
0-880
•nAREs

01 TOTA.MLMBEAOf
*MNE3IBM€D AT THE 
aENNNG CF THE 
PEF0O

• SHADES 183JEDDJRM 
THE PERD 2s

z 
#2

2 
64

2 ill
 

82
6 T ps
 

s,
 

85
8 A ge
 

%

2.

T

16. CASH SHARES THAT HAVE EEEN PAR ALLY PAD UP nares ren wet • are to at zasix it casni
C-a8cf
*RE: 21

2 So 3 f I MICNGAL.ED JAOk 
EAC+ SHARE

:r TSTk 4W:LbTCALB
KECE’EC r:u/cL8

.V. TOTAL 4MLkTOf 
caL.8 JNPLD

•

2

3.

JC NOR-CASH SHARES THAT HAVE SEEN PARTALLY PAID UP Enares oa xenar ire to be cutsr « z0nsienor ahrea mw, es semees 930ds,
cuss of 
SHARES

KLMEER GFNJN-CaSp
SHARES PART-Y ’AC UP

'41 MIc* CAL.ED J-ON
EACH SHARE

m m 
33

 

Sg3 § 
d 

!

D
s 

:

v DTAAOLhTOF 
CAL.8 UNP MO

2.

3

9 ARE THERE ANY ISSUED SHARES WHICH HAVE BEEN FULLY PAID „ _
UP? •YES DNO
If yes. piease oomlet tema 94-C

94 PARTICULARS Of SHARES THAT HAVE BEEN FULLY PAID UP
C-A89 Of
HRE8

254
598
3 s 2

#2g
#582

it. shades 182JEDNURM
THE PEROO

Kg
gg

 

i F
 

“s
 

e 2 Ei

% 
32 
p

§ 

eh

4

2.

"3"

CASH FULLT •AD LP SHARE PARTCJAR
CLAM NUIEER

•N-CAH FJ.L‘ PA Up SHARE •"2
CLASS WLHEER
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13 HAS THERE EEEN ANY CHANGE OF COMPANY SECRETARY DURING THE PERIOD FOR IVHICH —
THE ANNUAL RETURN IS MADE UP | notce must be pen w mheRagystrar usng a Form 20, — —W

18 PARTICULAIS QF COMPANY SECRETARY AS AT THE DATE OF THS ANNUA RETUNN
D€ ase ersure mat the ro.ce 3f aoponmett tre secrecary nas been Ae1 am the Comasnies Ceice of Jmarca

NAME (For indrnduab FIRST UAST RESIOENTAL ADDRESS for where a secreury 16 a 
compamy. the regstered office]

OCCUPATION

FOR OFFICIAL USt QNIY ! IIN1-ANY #:
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14 CERTIFICATES
Tte rensenecemkcekeiskse wgneskyboh ecul epponkesJ-ecoranshesecemry dve Compery Wheedrovaezate Secretm, heshemevmt 
ugn fl c ospeckes ' '

A. CerticatetobesignedbyalPwaleCompasies
MeznnreCoerhersrhesorrerrmngncponsemmevste zs2: rtstreAa:ustobemense=ewes 
te Gsce O' K zmoes te * fue: perss 3 eseb: • : utere desc y ra benr reres. W scre 1: be ses. e nseeze W dee zce re ege 
vmsezesnetrr*odeneesertamme mhcett r he Funerrched veewe irteen •e *recoerzsyet

aer •m Ae-L

Te
Deres

B. Certificate la tie tbwra by all Fnvate CwtwaBaes
%r etresresetgar crowezemrbee m: emtetosrerezect • esanatectrr reTsetnit*essve s, ptereeine, *me:moe"e
pees*eteteeineimm*sret zpxosys r e4m; cc‘ whz*secmnesxim comger; teranasmtzecemeapeceteu•

adasa.

C. Certificate te he tinned by a Private C»wy my matt wnty nwiriw*
we tent ne. te sees ? ’’’trow * he Corrcem; etoe men emss whe, • se*2e2 am m n re er:** 3 he erper, eeas Deman ata ru" *mea * M 
ercsmert e*ne ="09*,, aer **« • sud etpzpmen ere rwe :5orue: ete ze ometrey •v:* erme* »"Wks eeme tacp
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D Certrficaae to be waned bt a Pwa>t Compw watwtrt i corporate abamboWer OR a tonxxato sbarehaWer not rrewrtd to &e Awwift.
.d ve ce ten tea gtsie coromi, ra kge 9 nt acesus he Kinttrg centem e Usa itaj'tt
"r ctytunme tests ar ersenze ve sete nn*rtn9t nuttfr traded • me Ttteert Bchezade •: 5pormecqe"eecaas*ak •9 *eesw2e
S-m:*5, WC?* »« tee ne ztsmmeseere smesre an amun Reum p redmeremsssi crosses fag V 3 Keas, • *te mmedmneshg 
2rpe « • tKrt • »ice zrttP: ne are or ari«teeaMame crgev,) *

av g
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15. DECLARATON OF ACCURACY OF PRESEMTEDINFORMLATKON

NAME OF
DECLARANT

SIGNATRE 
Of 
DECLARANT

CAPAOT C Director • Saoretary • Aktnorzed Offiaal DATE

FOR OFFICIAk Uht ONEY I AMPANY #
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F19A

16 FILED BY
PAR nCULans OF NDWDUALCOWDANY rug THE FORM WITH te COWPaNE: OFFICE OF Jauaka

NAME

COMPLETE ADDRESS

EMAIL ADORESS

CONTACT NUMBER

FAX NUMBER

17 ADOITIONAL PARTICULARS OF DIRECTORS LISTED AT ITEM IT*

NAME OF DIRECTOR
TAXPAYER REGISTRATON 
NUMEER EMAIL

1) PARTICULARS OF COMPANY SECRETARY LIFTED AT ITEM 140

NAME OF SECRETARY TAXPAYER REGISTRATION 
NUMBER EMAIL

Fou OFHICLAL USI ONaY { : NAPAA4Y #.
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• Yeer__________ _ .. .
F, the retam er me Ez abom MU regemend in emer, gieasr dcate the
*rasons, fu arendnen n es bex

FORM 19B 
psbwesmucnorsmeronaocLmTwwa

ANNUAL RETURN FOR COMPANIES LIMITED BY GUARANTEE WITHOUT A SHARE 
CAPITAL

COMPLETE THS FORM IN BLOCK CAPITALS ONLY MITHN TE PRESCRIBED FIELDS PUT "NA" IN FIELDS THAT DO MOT APPLY

COMPANY #FOR OFFICIAL USC ONLY
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FM orno US ONIY tompAKr #
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• MA6‘*KAIV4LCHA*a - r! ASYOUNUMGTMEPEROODFCP*HLCN1ME AXNUA RETURN KSMAOE UP” Kyesnac ma

M ranil • • . +*SA*,- 14 ‘jn f THS AIUNL RETURN
-s • e , e se - a, -83 tee ‘ec»t te anoemes Du cl. aca
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F19B

11 FILED BY
PANTCUUARS OF w ONOUALCCAPAN FLNG THE FORM WITH TnE CCMPANE: OFRCE OF jAACa

NAME.

COMPLETE ADDRESS

EMAIL ADDRESS:

CONTACT NUMBER

FAX NUMBER

----- -- ■ ■ '

12 ADOIONAL PARTICULARS OF DIRECTORS LISTED AT ITEM 3A

NAME CF DIRECTOR TAXPAYER REGISTRaTON 
NUMBER EMAIL

13 PARTICULARS OF COMPART SECRETARY LISTED AT ITEM SA.

NAME OF SECRETARY TAPPAYER REGISTRATION 
NUMBER

EMAIL

Foa OFFIAL USC ONLY . :MPAN V #:
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31. The Companies (Forms) Rules, 2005, is amended—

(a) by deleting the words “section 393(3)” and substituting 
therefor the words “section 393”; and

Amendment 
of the 
Companies 
(Forms) 
Rules, 2005

(b) in the Schedule, by deleting Form 1 A, Form IB, Form 1C 
and Form 1D and substituting therefor the following forms—

• FORM 1A
_ "" mowmmucno--omoc-uETa
□ ArvvendedArdhes
□ B*,"9"65"en • • • •

THE COMPANTES ACT
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION: COMPANY LIMITED BY SHARE CAPITAL

Pum-s-t i- bechses J s 25 y beCyperez 2e

COMPLETE THIS FCRa IN SLOCK CAPITALS Otay canN Pt PRESCRBED FIE.DS PUT W' IN FlELDB THAT DO NOT APPLY

1A. NAME OF COMPANY
Tp- -eme -e - ve w*e= 
e-»ee- • t* *e wene memeu ■
:--epeae‘,* > •z»*»

1B JUSTIFICATION FOR PROPOSED NAME | if applcabi.

Letet s*e treareatawvud --n «a

IC CORE BUSINESS OF THE COMPANY
(ne act.inas ofte bunmnene are n« reutnctd 1o thearsag, stated beow uniass indicatod at item 10}

tD RESTRICTION ON THE BUSINESS OF THE COMPANY {if appucatia
• a -9 elame te y* mee esaes

ge ,*.t z--*, • p-e-gerea-

tE COMPANYTELEPHONE NUMBER IF COMPANY EMAIL ADDRESS 1G TYPE OF COMPANY
• •

2 THE REGISTERED OFFICE 19 LOCATED IN JAMAICA AND THE LLEMLITY OF THE MEMBERS IS LIMITED

3 COMPANY’S ARTICLES (RULES PlMM checx the appropaai DOX bstow (OMLY ONE BOX MUST BE CHECKED)

Ja • Standard Aricles Articles 1-78 80-136 wah Vaned Article 79 and 
Addtonal Articles 137-143 SEE SCHEDULE S)_____________

3D • Standard Articles Articles 1-78 80-136 wetn Vaned Article 79 only
SEE SCHEDULE______________________

3c • Standard Andes Articles 1-136 wrh Additional Articles 137-143 only 
SEE SCHEDULE! S)____________

3a • Standard Ancles in mev entirety Articles 1-136

3a C Crha
tit Other j ceeckeo brase as’ re numroers or rne arves mom Tea** a mnar ae 
ro anp» t an,. 1 ard o sram ine name 3 । cf *e schecji 3' anL" contas pe

*‘3 ances wwr are Ya aco‘, ce0m i

IWM a (' •• pin senelude H p
Cumune- 4- JW« orse 
Arefepe a*zte iraewt b • -IG-G 
e-g*-*• teGer ,mse

• -HUI *9 seta ane- emgi
s*g• te‘- zere am"p 
fm o' —♦.—fl ssete"

• mes 4e• *» • •a, pa 
zumee- l s 30~*a

• 4* ene •2 M MS me :«SM • 
sea * bes esem-tts a.o.
•be re*L

• Artica >•’ 43 setae t-a me
te- *.: - •-*e zee w, n• 
non ste

l • LLe LeitI NS »e

A ss-mgn .--e •r •zn*ae

• 9 ne •L • ne- •**,

eg-g- »az—-. erg..

* Ysj- e-s- se- *2: se • •se 
r cat -0 -can e eeee pe" at •

•,z tmen A-e *A" a* W •es **r 
ne -ecu -e-eseme- e •e --oe, ia 
• ■ r^rr. ame sese •mte- ute e.

• • e0u •e a ate eemecue 
zsp-ca me srm: er essma setzee 
•*a» sz• a -Snce

NOTES FOR PRIVATE COMPANIE »
• Tne "C~* tc vanste- srares i titraet
• s-ti. to cpoten 2M41401 ct ine Compsniec am 2004 me ~-fber ;t n-etfbn er re c-cer, s 
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4. AUTHORIZED NUMBER OF SHARES Thl IE the maxmum numcer of shares that your cempary & aumnorlzed to tsue

.5 
pi 
in

 
t

 
JO

 
288

4A. CLASSES OF SHARES
/hdicate b tirking the class or dazzes d shares that the 
cempany issue: or in corper acon)

4B. TOTAL NUMBER OF SHARES IN 

EACH CLASS

Sre-a F• M aes af rmre-1 ngrra. 
prem me ume-a. $ham et 9m 
seme "yn. rages ere eecesma m 
H-gee me cUm
Au s-ma miae *, ane Pa as-a 
• ines: 2 am : atuna a":* 6» rg-- 
sse:• o$ e’znuy aneea; ert ta, 
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w:ee0* * rum > Me-: te cene en: 
sne atseree 'a ts I-m.

□ 0*04187

□ WEFESEXf

□ oT-EP

Sbec*__________________________________

5. RESTRICTIONS CA SHARE TRANSFER (eg Deracton muat gre coneent to toe transfer of lHamj

Ail un zzep*et *Lr nne ha rm;
- - ■ - -■ ft m** som ; rev *-a se 1

9* id wa*2 2*ee*e%
— _ 4g-bttg -3, ze, eTG*

R 7*e s*am *en*. •e: ses- L <1

6. NON-CASH CONSIDERATION
Were ary 5hare6 ESued 'cr non-case coraher0 itnal 5 a a aymert or 900 2er/8s propetty. Q001 ail shares in ether 
pompane ex । eased on a cortr3a1 th st exslec bedore rporpcrstion7 ONLY ONE BOX MU ST BE CHECKED, 
□ V€6 - Compebe Item SA
•ko- Conune to Item 7

64 PLEASE INDICATE THE NATURE AND VALUE CF THE NON-CASH CONSIDERATION BELOW

7. unuuu NUMBER OF ORRECTORS
— A pwat cengam *-u a MM

eta uemttt, •• w c"u Ht M * 
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ueh su

ANDJOR

7A MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DIRECTORS

s. PARTICULARS OF DIRECTORS

DRECTCR 1 ‘(/tert ee director is an individual g< name roust oe represemed at FRST MODLE LAST}__________

FULL NAUE

%
88

} 
&e

 * 
5 z; 6 5 - F 3"’ M34*.1

$15 4;*"*-

OSCLPaTON CONTACT

DRECTCB 2 "tAnere the director is an individual be name mus pe represerted as FRST MODLE LAST}

FUULNW

FULL REHLENTAL 
A0dREtsr 
KEGSTERED 
OFFTE AECFE82
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ORECTOR 3 rehereme director is in indindualme name muszbe represemted as FIRST MEOLF LAST

FuUNAE

FULL REHCEMTIA 
ADDREBeo 
REOSTERE 
OFFCE AECRE89

mszissu.

*n ‘2:3

atsu

oScuFATON CON’ACT

DMECTOR 4 ’//here te director is an indridualve name muss be reorrsered as FIRST MCOLE LAST)

FLU. NAME

FMLLREHDEMTAL 
aKEB* 
REGSTERED 
OFFCE ACCREaG

smrx6tc*

*9A* ea- a-TLS

>:84 GW'-

OCCLFATOM COv’ACT

DRECTCR $ ’//here tne director is an indridual ve name mus be reprtsemted as FIRST MCOLE LAST

FULNAUE

FULL REHCEMTA

FEOZTERED 
OFFCE ACCREaG

tez:z8Tc*

‘9A- •5*05.5

cNk"g-

OCCLFATOM COv’ACT

9. PARTICULARS OF COMPANY SECRETARY Mhere the secretary is an mdvidud the name mat be represented at FRST MDDLE LAST

FuuNAME

FULL REHDEKTAL 
ADDAE$E3 
REOaTERED 
OFFCE ACCFE83

‘5526-

A W onk:

*a6sH xa*

o:cuFanON CONTACT
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19 PARTICULARS OF INCMIDUAL SUBSCRIBES (uharertdern Who art ndmnduahs.
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F1A

14. FILED BY
PARTCULARS OF NDMXIAUCOMPANYFIUliC. THE FORM WTH THE COMPANIES OFFCE Of JAMAICA

NAME.

COMPLETEADDRESS:

EMAIL ADDRESS

CONTACT NUMBER

FAX NUMBER

15 ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS OF DIRECTORS

MAME OF OIRECTOR TAXPAYER REGISTRATION 
HUMBER

EMAIL

1

2.

3

4.

5.

16 ADWTIOHAL PARTICULARS OF COMPANY SECRETARY

NAME OF SECRETARY TAXPAYER REGISTRATION 
NUMBER

El
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FORM 1A - continuation page
PARTICULARS OF DIRECTORS

THE COMPANIES ACT

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION: COMPANY LIMITED BY SHARE CAPITAL
Prs.ert secene 5 >5 Z ? the Compsnes *

CCLPLETE THS FORM IN BLOCK CAPITALS OHLY MTHN THE PRESCRIBED FELDS PUT NA" IN FIELDS THAT DO NOT APPLY
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION: COMPANY LIMITED BY SHARE CAPITAL 
(Pursuant to sectons 8 a 25 of the Companies Ad)

10 PARTICULARS OF INDIVIDUAL SUBSCRIBERS (shareholders who are individuals)

FORM 1A - continuation page
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION: COMPANY LIMITED BY SHARE CAPITAL
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FORM 1A- SCHEDULE
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12 PARTICULARS OF BENEFICIAL OWNERS
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5E HALF Of BENEFICIARY
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1 2 1 2 1 2.

3 OTHER 3 8 &
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3________________ 3_________________ * 3
* 3__________________________________

3_____________________________________
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BENERIGIARYABOE

SUBSCRBRRMOLDMG SHARES ON SSiALF GE 
BENEFICIAKY ABOVE

SUBSCRBER HOLDWG SHARES ON BEHALF OF 
BBUEFICIARTABONE

SuBsCRBER HOLDHG SHARES o BEHALF OF
BENEFICMART ABOVE

NAME
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• Amended Alici

*arzmnuemre rte J 2 -"es cun.le

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

FORM 1B
mOMTHcnoBEronCOMPLTQ

THE COMPANIES ACT
COMPANY LIMITED BY GUARANTEE AND NOT HAVING A SHARE CAPITAL

P.sor to senfo-a c &25 ef*e cmcsnes 1z

COPLETE THS FCR IN BLOK CARTELS ONLY YTTFN THE PRESCRBED FLELDS PUT "NA" IN FIELDS THAT DO NOT APPLY

IA NAME OF COMPANY
T-, 30 eFl,
s:mmisa-t •m fa rama rim rot -
t--anea e i* 2* P*

18 JUSTIFICATION FOR PROPOSES NAME |lf applicadw;

’•i .>• a *21 .2- u (. wrsbem- 
Ueket ix: irbe’tastacsts t-t de
*9"3"3

IC COMPANY TELEPHONE NUMBER 1D COMPANY EMAIL ADDRESS 1E TYPE OF COMPANY

•Pnvat •PubIc

2 THE REGISTERED OFFICE IS LOCATED IN JAMAICA AND THE LIABILITY OF THE MEMBERS IS LIMITED

3 THIS ASSCCLITION IS FORMED EXCLUSNELY FOR THE PROMOTION OF

• Ccrrece •A • Scence • Re1gmn Z Cnar ” Otner

If OTHER, apectty _______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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4b • Standar Avtcles"m Table B Articles 1-35, 37-71 with Varied Article 36
a-d Addibonal Articles 72-77
SEE SCHEDULES)___________________________________________
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ARTICLES_______________________________________________________________
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4 PARTICULARS OF COMPANY SU8SCRBERS
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11. PARTCULARS OF COMPXNY SECRETARY phere the secretarysan individsal the name wus be representrd as FIRST MIDOLE LAST)

FULL MME

ALREADENTU
ACCRE88a 
REET’EREC
OFRCE AD0RE33

skresnKt

*9w mr etc

tus caum

OCCJATICN COKTACT

12 DECUARATKON OF ACCURACY OF PRESEMTEDINFORMATVON

MAME OF
DECLARANT

CAPACITY c Orecea • Secretsry _ Authonzed Ofiai3

SIGNATUJRE DATE
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FIB
13 FLLEDBY
PARTICULARS OF SWQUALCOWANY FUNG THE FORM WITH TOE COMPARES OFFICE OF JAMAICA

NAME

COMPLETE ADDRESS

EMAIL ADDRESS

CONTACT NUMBER.

14 ADOITOMAL PARTICULARS OF DIRECTORS

NAME OF DIRECTOR TAXPAYER REGISTRUATSON 
NUMBER

EMAIL

1

2

5

4

15 ADDATIONAL PARTICULARS OF COMPANY SECRETARY

NAME OF SECRETARY TAXPAYER REGISTRATION 
NUMBER EMAIL
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FORM 1 B - continuation page
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FORM 1B - continuation page
PARTICULARS OF COMPANY SUBSCRIBERS

THE COMPANIES ACT
ARTICLES OF NCRPORAFON COMPANY LIMITED BY GUARANTEE AND NOT HAVNG A SHARE CAPITAL
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FORM 1B - continuation page
PARTICULARS OF DIRECTORS

THE COMPANIES ACT
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION: COMPANY LIMITED BY GUARANTEE AND NOT HAVING A SHARE CAPITAL

:OMPLETE -HIS FORM IN B.OCK CAPITALS ONLY WTHIN THE PRESCRIBE FIELCS. PUT "N/A IN FIELDS I HAT DO NOT APPLY.

10 PARTICULARS OF DIRECTORS

DIRECTOK*
> J! I NAME

(Mherethedirectozis an Indi gua the name must be tearesented as FIRST M DOLE LAST;

:JlL RES/OrNIA seceTe51a‘T

REGISTERED
OFF CE 40DR35

•4R+

O"CL+4 104

DRECTCR • (Where the directo" $ an ind iicua the 1arre must be repress Tied as FIRS I MiOD-s L^ST)
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F.l RESDDEATIAL 5ThENS‘aI
ADORES: or
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0 ADDRESS .WA 0s >* t
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CSFAc-
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CCCUPATCN CONTACT
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FORM 1C
□ AmendadArtdhss
□ Raroghetraon

dagru ttan, ene hive d a ooce m ndther

THE COMPANIES ACT
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION: COMPANY LIMITED BY GUARANTEE WITH SHARE CAPITAL 

(Fumrtmsens8 & 22 ptheCanpmnesc
COMPLETE THIS FORM in BLOCK CAPITALS OHLY MTHN THE PRESCRIBED FIELDS PUT NA” IN FELM THAT DO NOT APPLY

1 2. THE REGISTERED OFRCE IS LOCATED M JAMAICA AND THE UABLITY OF THE MEMBERS s UNITED

A NAME OF COMPANY
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hl * z h » a , J
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IC CORE BUSINESS OF THE COMPANY
(The activitins of the businesa are not restzicked to the araa) atatod beow uninan indicatad st item 1D)

10. RESTRCTION ON THE BUSEss OF THE COMPANY qif appncabt)
• s *s **9. 3 Mai / wt a pe aces 
>e.‘emm*, rnes e re esogse 
rae-t • A

1E. COMPANY TELEPHONE NUMBER IF COMPANY EMAIL ADDRESS 1G. TYPE OF COMPANY

• •Putie

3. COMPANY ARTICLES (RULES) Pless CMC* the appropnata box beloww [ONLY ONE 802

3a. • Standard Artides Articies 1-78 8G-136 with Varied Artiche 79 and
Additional Articies 137-143 SEE SCHEDULES)____________________

30. • Standard Arcles Articies 1-78 80-1 36 with Varied Article 79 on r/
SEE SCHEDULE____________________

3c. • Standard Articies Articies 1-136 wath Addtional Articles 137-143 only
SEE SCHEDULES)____________________

3d. • Standard Ancles in their anbrety Articles 1-136
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AUTHORIZED NWJABER OF SHARES This 15 hemaxdmumnumterofsharee tratyoar compan E aumcizedtlste
T-• >M* n.*e pem - • : UMI

1**-a ' ae, p:as: 11 tun 4

4 CLASSES OF SHARES 
ndicahe by tikinq the class or o shares that the
company iszue on mcorporation}

48 TOTAL NUMBER OF SHARES IN 

EACH CLASS

□ GRDKAfY

□ SFEFEGEVCE

□ CTER

____________________________________

RESTRICTIONS ON SHARE TRANSFER teg Dureckora mutgn conaentto the tranafr ol aha‘6b)

NON-CASH CONSIDERATION
Vere ary hares fesuea or non-cash coreljerstn gh3t kasa cayment Tr 990d5 serdces property Q001 wAB, shares in ctrer 
compane ecj based on a cortac frat edstec before ncorpcrauon7 iOY ONE BOX MUST BE CHECKED i
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NO

CompiebetamGA
Conruesttam7

6A PLEASE HDICATE THE NATURE AND VALUE OF THE NON-CASH CONSIDERATNCN BELOW

T. PROPOSED NUMSER OF MEMBERS AT THE TMIE OF INCORPORAnON

a. THE TERMS OF UNDERTAKING AND THE EXTENT OF GUARANTEE
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10. PARTICULARS OF DRECTORS

DRECTCR I here director is an indidual the name mustI

9. ueuuum NUMBER OF DRECTORS

AMDIOR
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FULL MAME
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OCCLPArOM COT ACT
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DRECTOR 2 Ghere W* director is an indindual the name must be represemted as FIRST UODLE LAST)

FUUNAME
I! 8 1 ~ A „26‘t

"2ab wr amn.6

aacsa cw’t

OCCuPATOM CONTACT

DRECTOR 3 ee director is an indradual She name mutt Se represemed as FIRST MEOLE LAST
FUuN

FULRENGEMTM 
ADORE%t 
REGZTED 
OFFCE ACCFE£8

g5:zsue
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OCSLFATON CONTACT

DRECTCR 4 'then director is an indmdual the name mutt be represemed as FIRST MCOLE LAST
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OCCLFAT0N CONTACT

ORECTOR 5 2Mhere tte director is mi indmdual ee name must be renresemttd as FS MEOLE LAST)

FULL NA
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ADDRE38er 
REOSTERED 
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—_______________________________________________________

CONTACT

11 PARTICULARS Of COMPANY SECRETARY MWsertte secretary is an mdeidualthesame mutt be represented as FRET •00LE usT

FuuNAM

FULL REHIDEMTA 
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REOETERED 
OFFCE AECFEG

.“*55te"/*

mm. MS' omn.:

saa esuh

OCCLPATON CONTACT
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i 83
1. onoeAry SHARES 1.

2 PWerEWENCE SHARES___________________  
om

3 specy _______________________________

2_______________________________________

J._______________________________________

•Whle on Visit

*2.MOfE 
&PNKTIGMLAI Off EER 2

oprcenuamE

ormce MELD M
COMPA

SIGHATURE

Dare

gcmee MINUS FUROffEEKV MmSSKMCFFEUIZ

BY
( naueoFwmess)

(LocanONAboRESS)

scuTune

oAre

I I While on Misa
I* a omcer ard wiress are 
localea in d"erem courmtes

14 SUBSCRIBERS) HOLDS) SHARES ON BEHALF OF BENEFICIAL OWHER(S). • □ Yes and schedules) detasheg benefical owners /are attached

15. DECLARATION OF ACCURACY OF PRESENTED INFORMATION

owena amat berg registeres or me oomean/s 
vookstecorde as re oaner 

NIE OF
DECLARANT

SIGHATURE OF
DECLARANT

CAPACITY • Durector • Secretary __ _ Authorized Official DATE
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F1C

16. FED BY
PARTICULARS OF NDNVIDUALCOMPANY FILNG THE FCRM wi THE COMPANIES OFFCE OF JAMAICA

NAME

COMPLETE ADDRESS

EMAIL ADDRESS

CONTACT NUMBER.

FAX NUMBER

- „ - -

17 ADOITICHAL PARTICULARS OF DIRECTORS
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Passed in the House of Representatives this 17th day of May, 2017 with two (2) 
amendments.

Pearnel Charles, cd, jp, mp
Speaker.

Passed in the Senate this 2nd day of June, 2017 with twenty-seven (27) 
amendments.

Thomas Tavares-Finson, cd, qc, jp
President.
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On the 6th day of June, 2017 the House of Representatives agreed to the 
amendments made by the Senate.

PEARNEL Charles, cd, jp, mp 
Speaker.

This printed impression has been carefully 
compared by me with the authenticated 
impression of the foregoing Act, and has been 
found by me to be a true and correct printed copy 
of the said Act.

Ck2 « / U tbwy
A Clerk to the Houses of Parliamitent.


